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Abstract: To mitigate flooding associated with the gas
diffusion layer (GDL) during electroreduction of CO2,
we report a hydrophobicity-graded hydrophobic GDL
(HGGDL). Coating uniformly dispersed polytetra-
fluoroethylene (PTFE) binders on the carbon fiber
skeleton of a hydrophilic GDL uniformizes the hydro-
phobicity of the GDL and also alleviates the gas
blockage of pore channels. Further adherence of the
PTFE macroporous layer (PMPL) to one side of the
hydrophobic carbon fiber skeleton was aided by sinter-
ing. The introduced PMPL shows an appropriate pore
size and enhanced hydrophobicity. As a result, the
HGGDL offers spatial control of the hydrophobicity
and hence water and gas transport over the GDL. Using
a nickel-single-atom catalyst, the resulting HGGDL
electrode provided a CO faradaic efficiency of over
83% at a constant current density of 75 mAcm� 2 for
103 h operation in a membrane electrode assembly,
which is more than 16 times that achieved with a
commercial GDL.

Introduction

Electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 into valuable chemical
feedstocks and fuels, driven by renewable energy, is an
attractive route to realize a carbon-neutral economy.[1] To
be commercially viable, the electrochemical CO2 reduction
reaction (ECO2RR) with a stable current density (j) above
100 mAcm� 2 at 80% faradaic efficiency (FE) needs to be
developed to offset the high capital costs.[2] Due to the low
solubility and slow diffusion of CO2 in aqueous electrolytes,
a standard H-cell electrolyzer can only produce a j value of
tens of mAcm� 2.[3] Overcoming this obstacle requires new
electrolyzer systems and advanced catalysts.[4]

In a CO2-gas-fed flow cell, the use of a gas diffusion
electrode (GDE) with a catalyst layer deposited onto a
porous hydrophobic gas diffusion lay (GDL), reduces the
diffusion length of gaseous CO2 to tens of nm, and provides
access to j values greater than 1 Acm� 2.[5] A CO2 gas-fed
flow cell electrolyzer equipped with this type of GDE allows
the ECO2RR to occur at the gas-catalyst-electrolyte inter-
face, which facilitates fast reaction kinetics.[5f, 6] At this
interface, the catalyst layer is required to balance the
hydrophobicity needed for repelling water and the hydro-
philicity for ionic conduction.[1d,5f] To ensure stability, a
hydrophobic GDL, such as PTFE membrane GDL, can be
used for repelling the aqueous electrolyte from the
interface.[5f, 6,7] Carbon GDLs, typically made of porous
carbon fiber supports (CFS) and a microporous layer, have
been widely used in fuel cells.[7a,8] However, rapid hydro-
phobicity degradation due to electrolyte salt precipitation or
increase in hydrophilicity of the exposed carbon fiber
surface under electrolysis conditions, leads to limited
longevity.[4a,9] These types of GDEs commonly suffer from
electrolyte flooding within several hours under ECO2RR
conditions, in part because carbon GDLs are not tailor-
made for use with the ECO2RR.

[3c, 9,10]

To stabilize a GDL for the ECO2RR application, a
comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms within the
GDL and the catalyst layer is needed. Porosity and hydro-
phobicity, which have a significant effect on capillary
pressure, are the critical parameters to control gas and water
transport.[6,11] According to the Young–Laplace equation,[11]

a GDL with a large pore/crack size or a low contact angle
will have a low capillary pressure to resist liquid intrusion
and hence suffers a higher risk of flooding. Functionalization
of a catalyst with a fluorine-terminated silane or dispersion
of PTFE nanoparticles inside the catalyst layer could
increase GDE stability against flooding from a few hours to
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slightly more than ten hours.[6,9a,12] This limited improvement
by these strategies is attributed to the fact that the carbon
GDL is only partially covered with PTFE since the
uncovered region is needed for current collection.[3c,13]

Alternatively, a PTFE GDE, where the hydrophobic PTFE-
membrane GDL and current collector are decoupled, can
stabilize the flow cell operation for over one hundred
hours.[3c,5f, 7a,14] However, the inherently insulating PTFE
membrane significantly increases the internal electrical
resistance of the cell. To enhance electron transport under
these circumstances requires sputtering with a thick layer of
a metallic catalyst, such as Ag, Cu and Au.[1d,7b,c, 15] This
restricts applications of catalysts that cannot be sputtered or
have low electrical conductivity.
By combining the structural features of both carbon and

PTFE membrane GDLs, we here introduce a hydrophobic-
ity-graded process that converts a hydrophilic carbon GDL
into a hydrophobicity-graded carbon GDL (HGGDL). The
HGGDL has a narrow pore size distribution, spatially
differentiated hydrophobicity as well as porosity and perme-
ability. It also consists of a hydrophobicity-homogenized
carbon fiber skeleton (CFS, containing 5–10 wt% of PTFE
binder) coupled with a hydrophobic PTFE macroporous
layer with a loading of 10–20 wt%. The hydrophobicity-
graded method includes CFS hydrophobization and local
hydrophobicity enhancement processes. The former process
aims to achieve uniform hydrophobicity of the CFS while
maintaining an optimal porosity in order to facilitate the
transport of gas (avoid gas blocking) during electrolysis. The
latter process decouples the functions of water repelling and
current collection with the GDL via binding a PTFE
macroporous layer to one side of the GDL. Atomically
dispersed nitrogen coordinated nickel (NiN4) sites on a
carbon black support (NiNCB), which reduces CO2 to CO,
is selected as a model catalyst to assess the stability of the
HGGDL. The GDE is stable for at least 103 h, which is
16 times more that achieved by a commercial hydrophobic
carbon GDL. The GDL fabrication strategy could be used
to fabricate GDLs for other electrolysis and energy con-
version applications.

Results and Discussion

Atomic Ni sites coordinated with nitrogen atoms in a carbon
black matrix (NiNCB) were synthesized by a cheap, simple
and scalable pyrolysis method (Scheme S1).[16] The NiNCB
was used here not only as an ECO2RR catalyst but also as a
microporous layer. Structural information of NiNCB was
characterized using electron microscopy and spectroscopy.
No nanoparticles or atomic clusters derived from crystalline
Ni species were observed by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) or transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Fig-
ure S1 and Figure S2). No carbide, nitride, oxide or metallic
Ni species were detected by powder X-ray diffraction
(XRD) or Raman spectroscopy (Figure S3).[17] The X-ray
photoelectron spectrometry (XPS) spectra including C 1s
and O 1s of NiNCB, showed similar peak features to those
of N-doped carbon black (NCB), while the peak at 398.7 eV

in the N 1s XPS spectrum of NiNCB shifted positively by
�0.3 eV versus that of NCB (Figure S4). These results
implied that Ni atoms in NiNCB coordinate with N much
more strongly than C or O. Further XPS fitting analyses
have revealed the presence of the pyridinic (398.4 eV),
pyrrolic (400.7 eV), graphitic (402.7 eV), and oxidized
(405.3 eV) N species in NCB (Figure S5, top). Positively
shifted pyridinic N (398.6 eV) in NiNCB is assigned to its
protonated counterpart due to the decrease of electron
density surrounding the N atom, resulting from the coordi-
nation effect between Ni and N (Figure S5, bottom).[18] A
new peak at 399.6 eV in NiNCB corresponds to Ni-
coordinated N species (Figure S5).[17b] Note that the C
content of NiNCB was increased at the expense of O and N
relative to those found in the NCB, indicating a promoted
carbonization and conductivity to NiNCB (Figure S4b–d and
Table S1). This partially accounts for the enhanced electro-
chemical surface area and current density for NiNC
compared with NCB (Figure S6).
High-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission

electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) images and corre-
sponding energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) map-
ping images demonstrated the uniform dispersion of C, N,
O, and Ni atoms throughout the NiNCB substrate (Fig-
ure 1a). The single bright dots with a size of �0.2 nm
confirmed the atomic dispersion of Ni sites in the NiNCB
matrix (Figure 1b). Analysis of the Ni K-edge X-ray
absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectra (Fig-
ure 1c) and Ni 2p XPS spectra (Figure S4e) revealed that
the average oxidation state of Ni species in NiNCB was
+1.2 (Table S2).[19] The Ni K-edge extended X-ray absorp-
tion fine structure (EXAFS) spectrum confirmed the atomic
nature of Ni� N sites in NiNCB (Figure 1d and Figure S7).
The fitted EXAFS results suggested that the average
coordination number of Ni in the catalyst was 4 and that Ni
center renders a planar NiN4 structure in NiNCB (Fig-
ure 1d,e and Table S2).
The ECO2RR performances with NiNCB were initially

tested in a flow cell using 1 M KOH as the electrolyte with a
commercial hydrophobic carbon GDL, i.e., Toray TGP-H-
60 (TGP60, PTFE loading: �5 wt%) (Figure S8). Use of
either CB or NCB produced mainly H2 with a tiny amount
of formate over the potential range of � 0.2 V to � 1.0 V
versus the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) (All
potentials reported in this paper are with respect to the
RHE reference unless otherwise stated) (Figure S9). In
contrast, NiNCB produced CO as the major CO2 reduction
product over the potential range of � 0.15 V to � 0.80 V
(Figure 1f,g and Figure S10). In this potential range, the
maximum FECO of 95.4% was obtained at �� 0.45 V and
the maximum jCO of �127 mAcm� 2 was obtained at
�� 0.59 V. The stability of NiNCB/TGP60 GDE was further
studied in 1 M KOH at � 0.59 V, at which the FECO is
�91% (Figure 1h). With this GDL, operational stability
suffered from dramatic current oscillation due to gas block-
ing in the gas channels of the GDL (Figure 1h). The
electrolysis was terminated after 5 min because electrolyte
flooding was observed. The poor stability found in the
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NiNCB/TGP60 GDE indicates the used commercial GDL
configuration is not suitable for ECO2RR.
To reveal the origin of the poor stability of the NiNCB/

TGP60 GDE during ECO2RR, the morphology, hydro-
phobicity, porosity and pore size distribution of TGP60 were
investigated by microscopic and spectroscopic techniques.
SEM images coupled with EDS mapping analyses suggested
that a wide range of CFS in the GDL were covered by
highly coalescent, bulky and nonconductive PTFE film,
which provided low porosity and hinders efficient mass
transfer at the catalyst/GDL interface (Figure 2a and Fig-
ure S11). This could be responsible for the current oscil-
lation in connection with gas blocking (Figure 1h). The
ECO2RR stability of the catalyst-free TGP60 electrode was
also examined under the same operating conditions as used
with a NiNCB/TGP60 GDE. Chronoamperometric measure-
ment showed that the bare TGP60 electrode could sustain a
stable current density for a longer period. Furthermore,
current oscillation due to gas blocking was not observed in
the absence of the catalyst/GDL interface, although flooding
still occurred after �35 min (Figure 2b). XPS and contact

angle measurements were applied to probe hydrophobicity
changes on the bare TGP60 during the flooding process
(Figure 2c,d). O 1s high-resolution XPS spectra and decon-
voluted data revealed that the overall oxygen content and
oxygen-containing hydrophilic functional groups (especially
for the carboxylic group) on the surface increased with
electrolysis time (Figure 2c).[20] This indicated that hydro-
philicity and carbonate/bicarbonate concentration on the
bare TGP60 surface had increased during electrolysis. The
hydrophobicity loss of TGP60 was further confirmed by a
downward trend for the contact angle with electrolysis time
(Figure 2d).
The above findings indicate that the commercially

available wet-proof carbon GDL needs to be reconstructed
to accommodate ECO2RR applications, especially for
stability. Accordingly, a hydrophobicity-engineering method
is introduced to transform a hydrophilic carbon GDL into a
hydrophobicity-graded carbon GDL (HGGDL) having a
narrow pore size distribution as well as spatially differ-
entiated hydrophobicity. The hydrophobicity-graded ap-
proach includes two successive and separate processes: CFS-

Figure 1. Characterizations of NiNCB. a) HAADF-STEM image and the corresponding EDS mapping for C, N, O, and Ni elements. Scale bars:
200 nm. b) Aberration-corrected HAADF-STEM image. Scale bar: 2 nm. c) Fourier-transformed (FT) Ni K-edge XANES spectra (cyan) with reference
samples (Ni foil-yellow, nickel phthalocyanine (NiPc)-red and Ni(OH)2-pink). d,e) Ni K-edge EXAFS analysis in R and k spaces. f) Total j. g) FE and
partial j of CO. h) Stability of NiNCB/TGP60 GDE at � 0.59 V. The stability test was terminated after 5 min when flooding was observed. The
shaded area highlights the dramatic current oscillation caused by gas blocking.
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skeleton hydrophobization and local hydrophobicity
enhancement (see Methods for details). The CFS-skeleton
hydrophobization process is mainly aimed at achieving a
uniform distribution of the hydrophobic binders on the
whole skeleton of the hydrophilic GDL while sustaining
high porosity. The hydrophobization method utilizes a series
of steps in the order of PTFE dipping, hexane cleaning,
airbrush blowing and sintering (Figure 3a). To illustrate the
process, the raw hydrophilic TGP GDL (HTGP) used for
preparing the commercial TGP60 is considered (Figure S8
and Figure S12). In this example, a piece of HTGP was
firstly dipped in a PTFE emulsion. The PTFE-treated
HTGP was then cleaned with hexane (Figure 3b).
The effect of the cleaning step on the porosity of HTGP

was examined using acetone, methanol, ethanol, 2-propanol,
1-butanol and hexane solvents having different polarities
(Figure 3c and Figure S13). A negative correlation between
the solubility of organic solvent in water and the porosity of
HTGP was found (Figure 3c). The PTFE emulsion is an oil-
in-water (O/W) system. Accordingly, when the solubility of
organic solvent (or its polarity) in water decreases, the
demulsification effect declines and even disappears in the
case of hexane cleaning (Figure S13). This result is consis-
tent with SEM images which show that the coverage of
PTFE blocks on CFS and blockage of the gas pores of the
GDL, decrease with a reduction in polarity of organic
solvents, in agreement with the relationship between the
solubility of organic solvent in water and porosity of the
treated HTGP (Figure 3c and Figure S14). After hexane
cleaning, the hydrophobicity and surface C� F2 content of
PTFE-treated HTGP are enhanced at the expense of that of
C� C and C� O species (Figure S15a–d). This finding indi-
cates that the hexane washing efficiently removes the
nonionic surfactant component of the PTFE emulsion,
giving a highly hydrophobic surface. During cleaning, the

internal PTFE emulsion in the HTGP was replaced by
hexane (Figure S15e,f). This effect is attributed to the water
insolubility of hexane, which leads to improved porosity of
the resultant GDL (Figure 3c). Note that the stratified
PTFE emulsion in hexane can be extracted for reuse
(Figure S15g). After washing, the treated HTGP skeleton
was blown with high-speed N2 using an airbrush, in order to
remove PTFE residues while drying the skeleton (Fig-
ure S16). The resultant GDL is denoted as PTGP (PTFE-
dipped HTGP, 5–10 wt% of PTFE loading). Inspection of
the SEM images revealed that the airbrush blowing step
minimized residual PTFE emulsion blockage to the HTGP
pore channels no matter whether it was cleaned by polar or
nonpolar solvents (Figure S17).
The final sintering step was performed at 320 °C, which

is close to the melting point of PTFE (327 °C). This step
strengthens the adhesion of the hydrophobic PTFE binders
to the CFS, leading to an improved hydrophobicity over the
PTGP (Figure S18a). Mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP)
analysis confirmed that the pore size distribution of PTGP is
similar to that of the pristine HTGP while the average pore
size of PTGP is larger than that of commercial TGP60
(Figure S18b and Table S3). Visual inspection of TGP60 and
PTGP with an optical microscope supported this conclusion
(Figure 3d–g). Examination of cross-sectional/top-view SEM
images and EDS mapping results reveals that the hydro-
phobic PTFE nanorods are uniformly distributed over the
entire PTGP skeleton with no PTFE blocks or films found
(Figure 2a, Figure 3h and Figure S19). In contrast, PTFE
coating was mostly present on two surface layers of TGP60
(Figure 2a, Figures 3i,j and Figure S11). Accordingly, the
electrochemical surface area of the porous PTGP was
estimated to be �4 times that of TGP60 (Figure S20). Thus,
the PTGP with CFS skeleton hydrophobization exhibits
higher porosity and more uniform hydrophobicity with a

Figure 2. a) SEM image and EDS mapping images of F (yellow) and C (cyan), scale bar: 50 μm. b) Chronoamperometric measurements with a bare
TGP60 in 1 M KOH at � 0.59 V. Measurement was terminated when flooding was observed. c,d) Deconvoluted high-resolution O 1s XPS spectra
and contact angles for TGP60 as a function of electrolysis time. AE: time after electrolysis commenced.
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larger active surface area in comparison with commercial
TGP60. This lays the foundation for a strategy to regulate
the hydrophobicity as well as the activity of catalyst layer
adjacent to the CFS and reduce the risk of the gas blocking
of the PTGP.
One side of the PTGP was further modified with a

hydrophobic PTFE macroporous layer (PMPL) via the local
hydrophobicity enhancement process in order to decouple
the current collection and hydrophobicity requirements. To
achieve this, one side of PTGP was coated with a layer of
PTFE emulsion by brushing or spraying the CFS surface
with PTFE emulsion (Figure 4a–c and Figure S21). The
coated PTGP was then subjected to a series of airbrush
blowing, hexane cleaning and sintering treatments similar to
those described above for the CFS-skeleton hydrophobiza-
tion process (Figure 3a). The final GDL product without
sintering is denoted as unsintered HGTGP. The PTFE
nanorods of PMPL on unsintered HGTGP were compactly
stacked (Figure 4d). A volcano-shaped relationship is ob-
served between the sintering temperature and MIP-porosity
as well as contact angle (Figure 4f, Figure S22 and Table S3).

A sintering step was then introduced at 320 °C to enhance
the adhesion of PMPL. Due to the decrease of overall
interfacial free energy driving by sintering,[21] the sintered
PTFE nanorods of PMPL on HGTGP shrink and coalesce
to give a bridged and macroporous hydrophobic network
with enhanced hydrophobicity (Figure 4e and Fig-
ure S23a,b). Coating PMPL on PTGP barely changes the
electrical conductivity of PTGP (Figure S23c). The cross-
sectional SEM and EDS results confirmed the presence of a
graded distribution of PTFE nanorods from the carbon fiber
skeleton to the PMPL, i.e., graded hydrophobicity over
HGTGP (Figures 4g–j). Data in Table S3 show that both
porosity and permeability of the as-prepared PTGP are
larger than with TGP60 and significantly larger than with
PMPL (Figure S23d–f). In this study, HGTGP is regarded as
the PMPL coated PTGP. The PTFE macroporous layer with
lower porosity and gas permeability mitigates excess CO2
input across the electrode. PTGP with larger porosity and
gas permeability ensures that CO2 has access to the catalyst
layer. These results emphasize that the HGTGP has graded
hydrophobicity, narrow pore size distribution, porosity and

Figure 3. a) Schematic representation. b) Demonstration of PTFE dipping and hexane cleaning steps. c) Correlation between type of organic solvent
(C1a: acetone; C1b: methanol; C2: ethanol; C3: 2-propanol; C4: 1-butanol; C6: hexane) and the solubility in water and the porosity of the PTGP
(sintered). Error bars represent one standard deviation based on three independent experiments. d–g) Visual inspection of pore features for GDLs
using an optical microscope: PTGP (d) and TGP60 (f). e,g) Zoom-in images of the designated areas in( d) and (f), respectively. h,i) Cross-sectional
SEM and EDS mapping images: PTGP (h) and TGP60 (i). Scale bar: 100 μm. j) SEM-EDS linear scanning (top-down) profiles are measured from 3
areas labelled 1, 2 and 3 in (i). The distances reported are relative to the top surface.
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permeability, which is responsible for the remarkably
enhanced stability of the CO2 reduction (vide infra).
The effect of sintering temperature on the ECO2RR

performance of the HGTGP-based electrode was evaluated
using a liquid flow-cell setup under conditions similar to
those used for NiNCB/TGP60 GDE stability testing.
Compared with the NiNCB/TGP60 GDE, the operational
current of the NiNCB/unsintered HGTGP GDE was more
stable and the duration for stability extended to 30 min
(Figure 1h and Figure S23g). This limited improvement in
durability of unsintered HGTGP-based GDE suggests that
the GDL still cannot repel water intrusion efficiently with-
out a robust and coalescent hydrophobic network of PMPL
attached to the CFS (Figure 4d and Figure S23a,b). The
durability of all the GDEs using HGTGP sintered over the
temperature range of 250 to 360 °C was improved with only
HGTGP sintered at 250 °C encountering flooding after
�1.3 h (Figure S24). Presumably, the low coalescent level of
PTFE nanorods at 250 °C leads to inadequate hydrophobic-
ity and capillary pressure to withstand electrolyte percola-

tion. With the HGTGP sintered at 300 °C, the current
oscillation was observed when the CO2 gas supply was
interrupted, which rapidly disappeared after resuming the
CO2 gas supply. These features are associated with obstruc-
tion by back pressure attributed to inadequate porosity and
pore size, which requires additional or external pressure to
drain water and gas from the interior of the GDL.[22] GDEs
based on HGTGP sintered at above 350 °C also encountered
gas blocking issues, resulting from the overly coalescent
PTFE nanorods. Thus, the sintering temperature range for
HGTGP of 320 °C to 340 °C was optimal and 320 °C was
selected as the sintering temperature for further applica-
tions.
The examination of the influence of PTFE loading on

the stability of NiNCB/HGTGP GDEs revealed that the
optimal PTFE loading on HGTGP was in the range of
20 wt% to 30 wt% (Figure S25). Evaluation of SEM images
and contact angles of PMPL coupled with HGTGP before
and after 12 h of electrolysis confirmed the pore size
distribution and hydrophobicity remained stable and hence

Figure 4. a) Schematic representation of the GDL fabrication process. b,c) Low-magnification SEM images of PTGP and unsintered HGTGP,
respectively. d,e) High-magnification SEM images of unsintered HGTGP and sintered HGTGP (320 °C), respectively. f) Correlation between
sintering temperature and the contact angle (Figure S22a–g) as well as MIP-porosity (Figure S22h) of HGTGP. Cross-sectional image (g) and
corresponding EDS mapping for C (h) and F (i) of HGTGP sintered at 320 °C. PMPL: PTFE macroporous layer. j) SEM-EDS linear scanning (top-
down) profiles are measured from 3 areas labelled 1, 2 and 3 in g). The distances reported are relative to the top surface.
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that the resistance to electrolyte percolation has been
achieved (Figure S26).
To verify the viability of the hydrophobicity graded

strategy, the NiNCB/TGP60 (Figure 5a) or NiNCB/HGTGP
(Figure 5b) GDE cathode was integrated into a home-made
membrane electrode assembly (MEA) cell. The MEA cell
was run at a constant current density of 75 mAcm� 2 using an
IrOx/Ti mesh anode in a 0.1 M KHCO3 anolyte (Fig-
ure S27).[23] Under these conditions, the NiNCB/TGP60
cathode provided a stable FECO of 90% for �5 h with an
average full-cell voltage of 3.65 V. However, gas blocking
and flooding occurred in ca. 6 h, which caused the FECO of
NiNCB/TGP60 cathode to rapidly fell below 25% (Fig-
ure 5c). Under similar conditions, the life of the NiNCB/
HGTGP cathode with a stable FECO of 90% was extended
to 77 h and had a slightly improved average full-cell voltage
of 3.57 V. The lower MEA cell potential is attributed to the
higher active surface area of PTGP than that of TGP60 and
hence boosted reaction kinetics on the surface of PTGP
(Figure S20). ECO2RR operation for NiNCB/HGTGP cath-
ode with FECO above 83% was sustained for 103 h, which is
more than 16 times that of the commercial TGP60 based
counterpart (Figure 5d). The MEA cell slowly ran into
flooding after �116 h as evidenced by the commencement
of current oscillations and a significant loss of FECO.
Cathode variations for both the NiNCB/TGP60 and NiNCB/
HGTGP electrodes after electrolysis also were investigated.
Examination of Figure S28 reveals that the enhanced
ECO2RR stability of NiNCB/HGTGP cathode benefits from
the mitigated K+ permeation in the hydrophobicity-graded
electrode.

Conclusion

A hydrophobicity-engineering method has been used to
transform a hydrophilic carbon GDL into a hydrophobicity-
graded one using a series of steps, including PTFE dipping/
coating, hexane cleaning, airbrush blowing and sintering.
The newly developed hydrophobicity-graded GDL contains
a hydrophobic CFS-skeleton with high porosity and spatially
uniform hydrophobicity, which is also coated with a compact
hydrophobic PTFE macroporous layer to provide a modest
pore size and achieve enhanced hydrophobicity. Under
liquid flow-cell conditions, a NiNCB/HGGDL cathode
exhibited improved water and gas transport, and offered
substantial resistance to electrolyte flooding. Using a MEA
cell equipped with this cathode, CO2 to CO conversion with
a FECO is obtained for above 83% over 103 h of operation
with a constant current density of 75 mAcm2� in a neutral
medium. The lifetime of the hydrophobicity-graded elec-
trode is more than 16 times longer than that of a commer-
cially available GDL-based counterpart. This study demon-
strates the advantages of using a GDL with a graded
hydrophobicity structure and modest pore size distribution
for long-term CO2 electrolysis. To further stabilize the
ECO2RR, future work is required to optimize the hydro-
phobicity distribution, pore size and gas permeability of
HGGDL to prevent electrolyte flooding. In parallel, superi-
or anion exchange membranes are needed to minimize K+

crossover.

Figure 5. The cross-sectional SEM and EDS mapping (N, Ni, F) images of cathode GDEs: NiNCB/TGP60 (a) and NiNCB/HGTGP (b), CL: catalyst
layer. MEA-stability measurements using a 0.1 M KHCO3 anolyte under a constant current density of 75 mAcm� 2 with a cathode: NiNCB/
TGP60 (c) and NiNCB/HGTGP (d).
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